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THE

EAST

GRINSTEAD

SOCIETY

The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and imThe
prove the amenities of East Grinstead and its environs.
town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage,
and represents a trust placed for the time being in the hands
of our generation.
It should be our concern that such contributions as we in our turn made are worthy of the past and a
fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, films and
visits to local places of interest.
It produces a Bulletin of
its news and articles of local interest three times a year.
In 1969 it produced a special report on the High Street Conservation Area which was well received as the basis for future
policy.
It has also published a booklet of reminiscences and
It is
a set of picture postcards and held three exhibitions.
very active in making representations to the local authorities
on planning matters.
With the re-organisation of local government its importance as a watchdog has increased.
MEMBERSHIP
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which
it can be seen to represent public opinion: the larger its memThe subscription is 75 new
bership the greater its influence.
pence a year (additional members in same family 25), to be renewed on 1 January every year, except by those joining at or
Subscriptions should be sent to the
after the previous A.G.M.
Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead.
A copy of its
The Society is registered as a charity.
constitution is available on request to the Secretary.
PRESIDENT

G.JOHNSON SMITH, M.P.

EXECUTIVE COMM I TTEE
Chairman

M.J.LEPPARD, M.A.,
Sackville School, East Grinstead (25005)
Vice-Chairman C.W.GOOLDEN, Top End, Felcourt, East Grinstead
(Dormans Park 274)
R.G.COOPER, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead (27555)
Treasurer
Secretary
Mrs L.FRANCIS, The Gatehouse, Dunnings Road,
East Grinstead (223 1.1-4)
R.H.ADDERLEY, A.L.A.; Mrs J.CREIGHTMOPE; Mrs K.INGWERSEN;
D.G,JEFFERIES; CrR.E.S.MILLER; S.PAGE, R.I.B.A,; Cr Mrs. T.
VALLANCE; P.D.WOOD.
PUBLICATIONS
Matter for the Bulletin should be sent to Mr Leppard (as
above), from whom also the Society's publications may be obUnsigned contributions are the work
tained (list on request).
Opinions in signed articles are
of the Editor and officers.
not necessarily those of anyone but their authors.
CORRESPONDENCE
Applications for membership, subscriptions and notices of
change of address should be sent to the Treasurer, all other
The Society's current procorrespondence to the Secretary.
gramme and forms of application for membership may be obtained
from either.
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Once again a preponderance of local history may be thought
to lend colour to the charge, sometimes heard, that our BulletIn
ins give an unbalanced view of the Society's concerns.
part this is a reflection of the interests of those who offer
contributions, but, even so, local history must be the basis of
Our concern is East Grinthe work of any amenity society.
stead's identity: and, just as a person who has lost his memory
has lost his identity with it, a town must preserve that corporate memory which is its history in order to preserve its identity - all the more so as its population is augmented from outSo we make no apology for the flow of histoside its bounds.
rical articles: only a plea for more on other subjects to accompany them.
MEETINGS
The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING on 16 October fulfilled all the necessary business in the welcome presence of our new President,
The Chairman thanked the retiring
Mr G.Johnson Smith, M.P.
President, Mr Margary, and Secretaries, Mr and Mrs Rudel, as
well as all those others whose work continues to keep the SocLively and worthwhile discussion of several
iety in being.
matters of concern followed the formalities.
LEISURE IN VICTORIAN SUSSEX was the title of a talk, at once
learned and entertaining, given on 9 December by Mr J,R.Lowerson of Sussex University, co-author of a forthcoming book on
leisure in Victorian England.
At the time of writing we are in the middle of our three linked
talks: LOCAL NATURAL HISTORY by Mr A.H.Austin (10 February),
LOCAL SOCIAL HISTORY by Mr J.R.Lowerson (19 February) and LOCAL
ARCHITECTURE by Mr R.T.Mason (3 March).
NEXT MEETING, 16 April, 8 p.m., Small Parish Hall: Mr. A.Percival
of the Civic Trust on Local Amenity Societies and European
Architectural Heritage Year.
THE COMMITTEE et on 11 September, 23 October, l- December, 15
January and 26 February.
Shortly after the A.G.M. Mr C.W.
Lewis announced his resignation, which the Committee received
with regret,
Councillor R.E.S.Miller, proxime accessit at the
Next meeting:
A.G.M., was co-opted in his place.
9 April.
MEMBERSHIP
Paid-up membership is now 320.
Subscriptions should have
been renewed on 1 January. The Treasurer asks all those who
pay by BANKER'S ORDER to ensure that they have amended theirs
to the new rate of 75 n.p. (additional members in same family 25).
AFFILIATION
The Society is now affiliated to the Sussex Rural Community
Council's Local History Committee which co-ordinates work in
the subject and holds an annual conference (next on 17 May).
This will give us a say in developments and more publicity.
NEWS FROM LINOFIELD
The Lingfield and District Amenity Society announces an open
meeting on Friday 21 March at 8 p.m. at Notre Dame Convent at
which the Assistant Planning Officer of Surrey County Council
will talk about its important County Structure Plan, Issues
of concern to us may well be raised by it,
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ACTIVITIES
EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE YEAR PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY: As
its contribution to the Year the West Sussex County Record
Office is undertaking a comprehensive photographic survey of
the County in 1975.
We have agreed, as our contribution, to
sponsor the work on East Grinstead and have set aside £20 for
the purpose.
In order to give the work any value there is a
very precise recording procedure to be followed, for details of
which all who would like to help should contact Mr C.W.Goolden
(Dormans Park 2714) who is co-ordinating the work for us.
1975 EXHIBITION 'LOOK AT EAST GRINSTEAD': Plans for this Exhibition, organised by Mr D.G.Jefferies with Mr C.W.Goolden and
Mr S. Page, are now well in hand.
The proposed dates are 21-26
July, the place Chequer Mead School, the theme a town and country
walk designed to reveal something of the variety of interest,
natural and man-made, past, present or to come, to be found
within our boundaries.
Maps, diagrams, photographs and
explanatory text will display and comment on the route in the
school hall, there will be a souvenir handbook and visitors
will be encouraged to walk all or part of the route, which will
run by Sackville College, Worsteds Farm, Fairlight Farm and
East Court.
It is hoped that a detailed introduction to some,
perhaps previously un-noticed, aspects of one part of the town
may aid the appreciation of the whole and also serve as a useful preliminary exercise for the production of a Town Trail.
There is also an obvious connection with European Architectural
Heritage Year.
Suggestions and offers of help of all kinds
(loan of exhibits, manning the Exhibition or financial donatPlease contact Mr D.G.Jefferies, 136
ions) are needed now.
Portland Road ( 2 14775).
TREES: We have long considered that we should undertake a tree
Now, as a first step, Mrs Vallance has agreed to cosurvey.
ordinate our suggestions for preservation and planting and will
be pleased to hear members' ideas, (westering, Dunnings Road,
For regulations concerning tree preservation see
E.G.21 283).
For our suggestions
Bulletin 12, p.7 and this issue, p.10.
already made see Bulletin 14, p. 14 .
SOCIETY PROPERTY: As a result of its exhibitions the Society
has received several unsolicited items of local interest which,
for want of any better qualified local body, it has agreed to
hold for public benefit against the creation of a local museum.
At the time of writing we are hoping to acquire a room at East
A
Court and the objects are temporarily with the Chairman.
fuller account will, if possible, appear in our next issue.
PUBLICITY: The East Grinstead Courier generously offered us
regular space for publicising our concerns and we are grateful
to Mrs Creightmore for getting us off to a good start.
PUBLICATIONS
BULLETINS: We apologise for the delay (due to circumstances
beyond our control) in sending out Bulletin 15 for September
19714 and for the appearance of 'November' on the cover by misAll contributions
The next issue is due out in May.
take.
by 12 April, please, to Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School.
Our REMINISCENCES have been reprinted and may be obtained at
meetings, from the Corner House or (by post only) from the
We are still
Treasurer, Barclays Bank (20 n.p. + postage).
contemplating a second series but it must depend on someone's
readiness to interview and/or record those with memories to
Offers, please, to Mr Leppard, Sackville School.
share.
POSTCARDS: See p.12.
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LOCAL HISTORY IN SCHOOL
by R.E.Billingham
The introduction of Local History into the school curricThe History Department at
ulum sounds deceptively simple.
Sackville School has as one of its aims the need to try to make
environment comprehensible: and the streets and fields and disused railway tracks of the East Grinstead area would seem to
Once aroused, mudoffer plenty of scope for doing just that.
dy footed scholars would then proceed to explore the mysteries
of parish registers and building construction, the fascination
If there is a
of old newspapers and Edwardian photographs.
mild hint of mocking in the mentioning of such activities, that
Many schools do just that sort of thing
is not the intention.
but not without a fair amount of behind the scenes energy expenditure.
When the teachers involved are themselves not locals and
perhaps don't even live in the town it takes a little while for
them to feel sufficiently versed in local folklore to embark on
Other school and non-school activities inevia local course.
tably impinge upon their potential study time. When enough
confidence has been acquired to risk the new course practical
teaching problems arise:
35 minute periods, groups of 30 and
more pupils, many of whom need careful handling and gentle
teaching, only one or two copies available of the few documents
one has managed to acquire, no suitable 'textbook' and, worst
of all, rain every Thursday afternoon.'
Careful, resourceful planning seems to be the key to success. Photographs can be made into slides or mounted in displays, documents can be photocopied or, better still, through
the inner workings of the electronic stencil cutter can be multiplied 10, 20, 100 times. Old locals can be taped, contacts
Old maps can be copied
and speakers can be address-booked.
Workcards, tasksheets,
and history trails can be prepared.
questionnaires, enquiry guides will gradually fill the shirtAnd someone from Chichester
boxes in the resource centre.
will provide a little money.
It is our intention to devise a successful course, and to
that end a start has been made, albeit a very slow start. Any
help from any source will be gratefully received. Books, documents, photos, newspapers, old residents' memories all have a
Please conpart to play in arousing muddy footed scholars.
tact the History Department at Sackville School for further
information.

QUERIES ANSWERED
GLASS SAND (Bulletins 7, pJi-, 8, p.10): Documentary evidence
of this short-lived industry at Mills's Rocks has been found in
an entry in Kelly's Directory for 1930: 'British Glass Sands
Ltd, sand quarry owners, Lewes Road'
Thanks to several members
BREWERY HOSPITAL (Bulletin 15, p.7):
for confirming that Norton House was used as a military hospital in the First World War, as was Stildon.
Thanks also to those who
STAINED GLASS (Bulletin 15, p.13):
have mentioned Geoffrey Webb and his assistant Vivian Smith and
Webb's work,
their studio at Brookers' yard in West Street.
including a group of Alice in Wonderland characters in memory
of Lewis Carroll at Daresbury, Cheshire, but none (it seems)
very near to us, is always signed with a small spider's web.

159-161 LONDON ROAD (GASSONS' COTTAGES)
by R.H.Wood
These two tenements,
as once viewed from the
south east, are shown in
the picture here. Demolished in 1967, they will
be remembered by many, standing to the south east of
the White Lion public house.
A small-scale, simplified
plan and a section are
shown below.
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On the plan the earliest part with its terminal
triple-shafted chimney and
six main posts is in firm
Later work is
outline.
shown by broken lines and
includes an inserted chimney X and a lateral one Z.
The roof of the earliest
part, much adapted, provides no reliable dating
Some heavy oak
evidence.
rafters had been re-used,
turned upon their sides.
Perhaps its chimney was the
best evidence of a date
near the turn of the 16th
Its
and 17th centuries.
three flues served two fire
places and a bread oven.
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All the six main posts still
reached the ground and those at the
salient angles A, Al, C and Cl had
heavy straight braces as seen in the
picture of Al taken during demolition.
The braces are at right angles to one
another, although in the photograph
they appear almost in line. Original
sole plates and plaster panels could be
confirmed for Al-Bi, B1-C1 and Cl-C.
Posts A and B each had a south west
facing vertical mortice just above
first floor level, hinting perhaps at
an early lean-to or outshot on that
The crossbeam BB1 was chamfered
side.
and stopped on both sides and the chamfering ran on into the cupboard under
If the stair was not at
the stairs.
first so sited it was probably nearby
as suggested by ad hoc framing.
Was there then a two-bay, two-storey house with a big,
ground floor south westerly lean-to and a big terminal chimney?
The main timbers seem weighty for anything so small (about 30'
16') and could have been imported from elsewhere and re-used.
On evidence of the chimney along we can perhaps imagine a
sturdy little house standing there near the edge of the waste
more than three and a half centuries ago.
Mr P.D.Wood,
been the house of
thereabouts, part
such cottages and
mons, etc. in the
well. The re-us
such a case.

invited to comment, remarks that it may have
a freeholder of one of the numerous holdings
of the manor of Sheffield Grinstead. Many
small houses were built on the edge of corn17th century, so the dating would fit quite
of heavy timbers would be very likely in

Bay C-D seems to have had no box-framing and its dating in
relation to the first building and to the easterly outshot has
to rest rather uncertainly on materials of construction.
It
had a heavy chamfered bressumer in the ground floor ceiling and
one inclines to put it in the later 17th century.
The north
easterly addition was perhaps co-eval with some brick infilling
or facing of the early framed walls and/or the provision of
separate occupation for two generations or for master and man.
A date in the first half of the 18th century suggests itself
for this.
A LOST WINDMILL
The southern part of Portland Road (roughly from the tennis court to Uplands House) occupies what used to be called the
This name is at least 400 years old, but we
Windmill Field.
know nothing of any mill there.
It would be interesting to know if any resident has found
traces while digging his garden.
The most likely to survive
would be the huge cross of oak timbers buried underground which
Other
would have supported the central post of the mill.
possibilities are old tiles or pottery or just possibly the
P.D.WOOD
rusted-away remains of heavy iron straps.
PUZZLE PUZZLE PUZZLE PUZZLE PUZZLE Where is 115 Lingfield Road?

MORE BARBERISM
The barber of Middle Row whose pole was stolen (Bulletin
lLt, p.8) could not have been entirely without a sense of humOn one occasion a travelling organ grinder, complete
our.
with monkey, came to the town and some sparks in the bar of the
The monkey was hired for a few minCrown conceived a joke.
A message was sent
utes and confined to one of the bedrooms.
The
to the barber to come and shave a gentleman in room 7.
expectant group was gratified to see the barber trot across the
There was a brief
road with his razors and mount the stairs.
outburst of chattering, an explosive curse and a sharply slamPresently the barber, poker-faced, appeared in the
med door.
'What
It was produced.
bar.
'A large whisky' he said.
'A sportsman'
will these gentlemen have?' he enquired.
The drinks were
thought the jesters and ordered likewise.
consumed in silence, then the barber made to leave, the picture
'The gentleman in
In the doorway he turned.
of dignity.
number 7 will pay' he said, and returned to his shop.
P.D.WOOD
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P€e
MIDDLE, ROW, EAST GRINSTEAD.
HAIR BRUSHED BY MACHINERY.
SJ \EPOOING BATHS.

This advertisement for George Bailye, the subject of the
stories, comes from Tully's iUmanack for 187 1 . The photograph
(attributed to 1864) shows his premises before he rebuilt them
The barber's pole is clearly visible. Bailye had
in 1877.
moved the business there in c.1860 from the site now Mcllroy's.
He was succeeded at the end of the century by Alec Johnson who
in 19 1 8 moved to 14 High Street. M.J.L.

THE ROSE AND CROWN
by P.D.Wood
Bulletin 9 contained (p.9) some notes on the town's anThese feathers have been used, correctly
cient seal of arms.
or incorrectly, by all sorts of local bodies, including ourMost of the old authorities, however, give
selves, for years.
the arms of the town as 'a Rose and Crown inter the word SusOur cover illustration comes
sex' or words to that effect.
from Lewis's Topographical DicLi2E2yy which took it in turn
Cox omits the words
from Cox's Magna Britannia of c.1716.
Browne Willis in Notitia Parliamentround the circumference.
aria (1750) vol.3 says East Grinstead 'is no Corporation, nor
However, I find these assigned to it viz, a
has it any arms.
Rose and Crown inter the word Sussex'.
They crop up here
Who 'assigned' these arms is unknown.
and there (for instance the East Grinstead Railway Company adopted them for its common seal in 1853) but the College of Heralds knows nothing of them and officially, therefore, they do
not exist.
If they are unofficial
This is probably a good thing.
Anyone can adopt them for
they cannot be officially misused.
any kind of use: and now that the tT,D.C.'s pompous bit of comic
strip heraldry is no more, we could do worse than use the old
Rose and Crown.
Alas for Mr Wood's wishes, the Town Council
DITOR'S NOTE:
has applied for the transfer of it of the U.D.C. arms (as permitted to new local authorities when boundaries are unchanged)
so we are stuck with it, as with the empty title of 'Mayor'
against which we protested in Bulletin 13).
NEWS AND VIEWS
SIGNS:
In our 1969 High Street Report we suggested that the
Ship Street sign could be fixed to the low wall next to the
Now the sign has sprouted legs again
Ship, and this was done.
whereas the West Street sign with it is still fixed to the
B.0 ,THOMPSON
wall.
WAR MEMORIAL: Following remarks made on Remembrance Sunday we
have written to the Town Council asking if the War Memorial
(which is its property) can be cleaned up.
EXTRACT FROM A DECISION OF THE LANDS TRIBUNAL (J,WATSON):
'I have viewed the subject land. .,. A notice board,
overlooking the High Street (Heathfield) announces the intentions of the applicant company.
They propose to build, it
What, it may be
...
says, "modern regency chalet bungalows".
I can only think
asked, is a modern regency chalet'bungalow?
it is a modern house likely to have been approved by the Prince
Regent, reincarnate as a kind of town planning authority, if in
the meantime he had studied domestic architecture, first in
P.D,WOOD
Geneva, and then in Bengal.'
OPEN AIR MUSEUM: The Winter Newsletter of the Open Air Museum
at Singleton describes the heavy programme of new work undertaken this year.
The Hambrook Barn and Market Hall are complete and a cobbled market square under way.

The millponds

have been completed, car parks extended and much other work
done towards the renovation and erection of additional buildings.
The museum is to open throughout the winter on Sundays
only.
Admission is 20 n,p. (Friends of the Museum free) and
is very well worth the money and the effort of getting there.
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ZION CHAPEL
The future of Zion Chapel is up for discussion again (East
Grinstead Courier, 12 December). It seems at present as if
the Trustees plan to repair the building and keep it in use.
This is good news.
But several things could compel them to
change their minds and a situation could arise in which the
fate of the building could be decided in a week or two.
Do we want to preserve this fine Chapel enough to take
quick, effective action if it should be needed?
We need to
have our attitudes clear in our own minds before an emergency
arises.
What do members think? Please inform the Secretary,
Mrs Francis, The Gatehouse, Dunnings Road (22344).
P.D.WOOD
THEFUTURE OF EAST COURT: No definite news is yet available,
but members will probably be glad to know that we have added
our voice to those calling for the retention of East Court for
public uses and the Committee has decided to give what support
it can to any reasonable campaign to save it.
CONSERVATION AREAS: A change in the law relating to Conservation Areas has been made in the Town and Country Amenities Act
1974 which came into force on 31 August.
Now planning consent
is required to demolish any building in a Conservation Area
(with a few stated exceptions) whereas before it was needed for
All trees in a Conservation Area now
listed buildings only.
automatically have protection equivalent to a Tree Preservation
Order.
BOUQUETS to the authorities for replacing bricks in part of the
High Street pavement, to Russell & Bromley for pains taken to
see that the incorporation of additional premises was in harmony with the existing building, including matching fibre-glass
corbels and refurbished golden boot, and to those responsible
for the new sign at the Glanfield - architect's equipment reminding us that it is called after the man who designed it.
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LANDOWNER v. RAILWAY
by P.D.Wood
The records of the East Grinstead Railway Company, promoted and financed by the townspeople in 1852 to construct the
railway to Three Bridges, still survive in the hands of Messrs
Among much else they provide fascinPeerless, de Rougemont.
ating glimpses of local landowners, little princes as they
were, and their relations with a statutory company with compulsory powers of acquisition.
To the fury of the railway operators, the Company had to
agree to the provision of a station at Rowfant for the sole
benefit of C.M.Lampson, Esq. , who also demanded the power of
At a lower level of irritation Lord De La
stopping trains.
Warr's agent insisted on the construction of a goods siding to
serve Imberhorne Farm.
As I read of this in the old correspondence my mind went
The railways were nationalised that year, and
back to 1948.
The siding was still there and
landowners were less regarded.
presently a gang of platelayers arrived and took it up, passing
News of this outrage reached
remarks of an egalitarian nature.
the owner, Mr Edward Blount, and, provoked as much by the remarks
as by the loss of his unused siding, he consulted first his deeds
Some months and many, many letters
and then his solicitors.
Mr
later a chastened gang returned and restored the siding.
Blount celebrated by ordering fifty tons of basic slag to be
delivered by rail to his farm. It duly arrived and was unloaded by his farm hands, to the accompaniment of remarks of
an egalitarian nature.
It would be pleasant to record that the siding survived
but, of course, British Railways won in the end and it was finAnyone reading this account a hundred
ally removed in 1952.
years from now should tread warily over the quicksands of our
shifting sympathies.
MORE RAILWAY HISTORY
Does anyone know
1.
the low level station
cluded an odd-looking
one or two workmen.
High Street.

the whereabouts of a photograph showing
It inunder construction about 1882?
contractor's saddle tank locomotive and
Any information, please, to P.D.Wood, 29

For notes on the town's second station, shown in our post2.
(it was demolished in 1908).
card, see page 12.
Professor Urry's letter reproduced in our last Bulletin
3.
(on the peculiarity of the 'East Grinstead West' signal box)
reminds one of another oddity sometimes commented on: that the
high level was approached through a cutting and the low level
M.J.L.
over a viaduct.
LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (cont'd

vol.28 (1878) p.vii
p.63
P-139
p.163
p.186
p.190

Visit to Forest Row to see cist, 1877
Cricket
W.H.Attree, Warden of Sackville College
Lambert & Grimm drawings, C18
Pedigree of Cripps of Homestall
John Wood tanner, 1675, John Payne C17

vol.29 (1879) pp-79-8 1 , 104, 109, 111 Ancient coins found on
Ashdown Forest
p,1 149 Edmund Henslow, Ashdown Forest, c.1530
pp.213, 218 Earthquake, 1758
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THE SOCIETY'S PICTURE POSTCARDS
Our five picture postcards, brought out at the beginning
of December, were produced for us by Pamlin Prints of Croydon
(well known for their own cards of old views and early transport) from original glass negatives supplied by Mr C.W.Goolden.
They have been well received in several publications, bringing
The following notes on their
us welcome publicity and income.
subjects may be found helpful, though unfortunately we cannot
name any of the original photographers.
CC1001 LYNN CHILDREN IN FAMILY MASON'S YARD, c.1910
This picture was taken at the back of 16 High Street, for
over a century the premises of the Lynn family of Masons, but
(we are informed since publication) only one of the children is
a Lynn, the others being their relatives the Jenners (of Jenner
and Gryner, another local mason's).
CG0002 LONDON ROAD WITH STREET MUSICIAN, c,1910
The buildings shown are, from the left, corner of Methodist Chapel, (demolished c.1960), shop (bombed in war), garden
of house incorporated into bank, shops still standing, Constitutional Buildings (steps removed 1930), shop still standing,
shops demolished 1931, newsagent's (still standing) and shop of
The
1900 (converted into cinema 1913 and burnt down 1940),
newspaper placards could, with more research, date the picture
exactly.
Note that Gatwick was in the news then - as a racecourse.
Note also the travelling harpist.
CGO024 Mrs DUKE, 28-30 LONDON ROAD, c.19 1 0
This building was severely damaged in the last war and deThe site is now the entrance
molished some twenty years ago.
to Queens Walk.

CGO055

SECOND RAILWAY STATION, 1 October 1866

This station was built for the extension of the Three
Bridges line to Tunbridge Wells, with access from the bridge by
which the Clock Tower now stands (the patching of the brickwork
According to W.H.Hills it was
may be seen from the pavement).
opened 'without any public ceremony' and closed on li-I- October
1 883.
The two level station on the present site came into use
The first station, of 1855, still stands, as
15 October 1883.
a dwelling house, in the yard between the Glanfield Hotel and
the bridge, together with the 1866 goods shed.
CGO150 PRIZE WINNING FIRE BRIGADE, 19 1 3
East Grinstead Fire Brigade was founded in 1863 and manag ed by a Committee of parishioners until 1895 when the U.D.C.
This picture is taken at the back of the fire
took it over.
station built at 1 140 London Road early in this century and reThe building now
linquished for the present site in 1923.
It is not known what competition had been
stands derelict.
won or who any of the men are, but perhaps some reader can enlighten us?
*Copies of the postcards may be obtained, singly or in sets, in
any quantities, at any of our meetings or at the Corner House
Restaurant or (by post only, postage extra) from the Society's
Further information on the cards or
Treasurer, Barclays Bank.
suggestions for printing any others will be gladly received by
Mr C.W.Goolden, Top End, Felcourt (Dormans Park 274) or Mr M.J.
Leppard, Sackville School.

